


disc 1 (78:14)

1 String Quartet No. 3 “Intricate Web” 10:11
Fitzwilliam String Quartet

2 Cello Suite – Part I 10:11
Heather Tuach, solo cello

3 Towards the Sea 7:39
Ronald Woodley, clarinet; Alan George, viola; Heather Tuach, cello

4 Jo Shapcott Settings: Cabbage Dreams 6:54
Loré Lixenberg, soprano; Ronald Woodley, piano

String Quartet No. 1 “Images of Trees” 13:51
Fitzwilliam String Quartet

5 I. Clefts and fissures of bark 4:53
6 II. Winter branches 4:02
7 III. Leaf 4:56

8 Sleep Close 5:58
Loré Lixenberg, soprano; Ronald Woodley, piano

9 Tide purl 4:09
Fitzwilliam String Quartet

10 Cello Suite – Part II 8:23
Heather Tuach, cello

11 Jo Shapcott Settings: Watching Medusa 5:50
Loré Lixenberg, soprano

12 Fantasia Forty-something 4:28
Fitzwilliam String Quartet



disc 2 (79:27)

1 Clarinet Quintet “Sea-change” 28:16
Ronald Woodley, clarinets; Fitzwilliam String Quartet

String Quartet No. 2 “For Elliott” 9:43
2 I. part i 3:10
3 II. part ii 1:56
4 III. part iii 4:36

Fitzwilliam String Quartet

5 Jo Shapcott Settings: Elephant Woman 2:23
Loré Lixenberg

6 Jo Shapcott Settings: Pig 2:03
Loré Lixenberg

7 Cello Suite – Part III 9:28
Heather Tuach

8 String Quartet No. 4 “Sky-burial” 27:17
Loré Lixenberg, Fitzwilliam String Quartet

All compositions by Liz Johnson (b.1964)

Loré Lixenberg soprano | Ronald Woodley clarinets, piano | Heather Tuach solo cello
Fitzwilliam String Quartet:

Lucy Russell & Marcus Barcham-Stevens violins
Alan George viola Heather Tuach cello



The Music of Liz Johnson

Six string quartets, a quintet for strings and multiple clarinets, some smaller chamber
works and some wild unaccompanied vocal works illustrate the fecundity and
expressive range of Liz Johnson’s output. The quartets are notable for a gentle,
economic style, characterised by subtle and finely judged string writing sustaining
musical ideas that are constantly in transformation – this is music that benefits from
close listening, especially when the processes are sustained over a continuous half-hour
span, as in Sky-burial, a rare example of a string quartet with voice. Here, and in the
equally ambitious Clarinet Quintet Sea-change, we may hear hints of Janàček, or of the
subtle timbral control of Lutosławski’s music for strings, but Johnson’s voice is unique
and personal. The early trio, Towards the Sea, already embodies these characteristic
elements: below the beautiful surface of tremolandi lies a musical cantus propelling the
music forward and delivering a sense of inevitability: the music must be thus.

Several of the string quartets also have suggestive titles, but the titles do not deliver
the music’s meaning which lies deeper, perhaps at a purely musical level. Instead, the
titles identify certain morphological correspondences between natural phenomena and
the abstract musical figures and structures of the music: the strange formation of tree-
bark for Images of Trees becomes transformed into musical images (pitches, rhythms,
shapes, relationships), as do the intricacies of a spider’s web in Intricate Web, or the
endlessly varied movements of the sea in Towards the Sea. On the other hand, the
Clarinet Quintet Sea-change explicitly represents certain scenes and personae in David
Hart’s extended poem, Crag Inspector, set on the bleak island of Bardsey off the North
Wales coast. These personae – the seal, the sea itself, Dai the tractor-driver, a
‘smerkling dragon’ and the swallow – are represented by formal themes, always
prominently presented on one of the five clarinets. The strings, meanwhile, do not
simply accompany but, as in the more abstract quartets, weave their own musical
arguments.

Quite a different voice emerges in the unaccompanied vocal music, setting texts by Jo
Shapcott and Gabriela Mistral. Strident, sometimes naughty, always humorous or
ironic, these songs are essential dramatic, expressionistic miniatures.

© Peter Johnson 2016.



Composer’s Notes

CD1:1. Intricate Web (2003) was commissioned by the Bromsgrove Mixing Music
Festival in 2003 (the year of my father’s death) and it was the first piece I wrote
specifically for the Fitzwilliam. A photograph of a spider’s web was used as source
material to generate a strange melodic line (heard most clearly at 0:28) around which
the whole quartet is based. At first the mood is eerie as the quartet explores the
territory of the web, sometimes finding moments of warmth and peace. But eventually
it becomes clear that we are trapped within a finite web, and cannot escape our
ultimate destiny.

CD1: 2,10; CD2:6. Cello Suite Reflections of an Eccentric English Artist (2015) is a flexible
suite for unaccompanied cello inspired by the life and work of artist Ben Hartley
(1933-1996). Hartley converted to the Catholic faith in the 1960s and the music
weaves the plainchant Ave generosa, Hildegard of Bingen’s salutation to Mary, through
musical depictions of Hartley’s deceptively simple and vibrant rustic images (often
painted on old brown parcel paper). The paintings selected are Busy Lizzie (an old lady
vigorously pumping water); Billy Digger (a semi-abstract billboard for tobacco with the
rear end of a green horse and a goat’s head), Cocoa Quiet (a tragic self-portrait); Finest
Attire (a country fellow in jaunty gaiters); Cock-a-Dandy (a prepossessed chicken), Billy
Snack (a hungry goat), Ireland: Ship at Anchor (a ship).

The performer is required to improvise some of the links between the decorated
chant and the musical paintings. The entire work is a tour de force for the player. My
intention is that cellists may select sections and reorder the movements as they wish,
to create their own version of the score. The version recorded here is just one
possibility, including all the material. The stimulus for this approach stemmed from
conversations with cellist Elaine Ackers, who was interested in finding new
unaccompanied repertoire for her talented young students at the Birmingham
Conservatoire Junior Department. One of my visions is for multi-cello performances
of the entire suite with, for example, the virtuosic and technically challenging Fantasias
played by professional players with the simpler material played by students.
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CD1:3. In Towards the Sea (2000) for clarinet, viola and cello. each instrument maps its
own way down a path to the sea at the Druidstone beach (the same beach as in Tide
purl). At the water’s edge the instruments come together in a series of endless gentle
waves.

CD1:4,11; CD2:5,6. Jo Shapcott Settings: Cabbage Dreams (2002) is dedicated to my
good friend and pianist Marie-Louise Taylor, a romantic (and vegetarian) dreamer.
Singer Loré Lixenberg has added her own inimitable style to these songs. Pig (2002)
and Elephant Woman (2001) were both early pieces, while Watching Medusa was
composed in 2016 specifically to explore the outer reaches of Loré’s vast vocal range
and theatrical talents.

CD1:5-7. Images of Trees (1998) was the first
instrumental piece I wrote as a Masters
student at Birmingham Conservatoire. I used
a set of photographs of trees from my local
park to provide the framework for the music.
Each movement is focused on one image: the
first, clefts and fissures of bark; the second,
winter branches; the third, a single leaf.

It was through this piece that I first met the Fitzwilliam Quartet, when
they performed Images of Trees as the winner of the Birmingham Chamber
Music Society’s Composition Prize in 2001.



CD1:7. Sleep Close (1999) is a tender lullaby – to the child that Gabriela Mistral never
had.

CD1:9. Tide purl (2013) is the most recent and shortest of my works for string quartet
and the simplest in its concept. Inspired by the play of light on sand as river water
flowed onto the beach one evening at Druidstone in Pembrokeshire, the music builds
out from and back to the single pitch D, exploring the patterns created by using
intervals of a third fanning out from that point. This starting and returning to the same
pitch is a musical device I have also drawn on, in different ways, in Quartet No 1
Images of Trees and the Clarinet Quintet Sea-change.

CD1:12. Fantasia Forty-Something (2010) is a birthday present for the Fitzwilliam
quartet’s 40th Anniversary celebrations when Jonathan Sparey was the quartet’s second
violinist. The Happy Birthday tune is fragmented into cells that spin around, along with
interjections of a musical representation of each of the players’ names. After every
forty notes a name appears, firstly a series of ‘L-U-C-Y’s (a rising sixth and seventh),
then ‘A-L-A-N’ (C-B-C-C#) and Jonathan ‘S-P-A-R-E-Y’ (a descending laughing gesture
in triplets). Eventually the cellist ‘H-E-A-T-H-E-R’ the most recent, and shyest, member
of the quartet appears (a gentle rising pizzicato figure).

CD2:1. The Clarinet Quintet Sea-change (2016) was commissioned by the clarinettist
Ronald Woodley in 2010 with the brief to compose ‘something beautiful, extravagant,
wild’ for five of his different-sized clarinets ranging from the gentle giant of the
contrabass up to soprano clarinets in D and E flat. I finally completed this challenge in
2016. One of the key issues was to provide enough time for the clarinettist to change
from one instrument to another, and I set about creating a ‘choreography’ of clarinets.

My starting point for this piece is my own experiences when trying to meditate. When
‘following the breath’ in meditation I find the mind is ready to focus at the beginning of
the process. The first breaths are pure, uncluttered by distractions. But as time goes
on, thoughts can intrude. Sometimes the mind is drawn back to the meditative calm
and at other times the dreams or nightmares take over.



The piece begins with a steady rotation around each of the five clarinets centred
around the note G below middle C, which sounds subtlly different on each. The music
then flows into a series of scenes, with each clarinet representing a different fantasy
drawn from David Hart’s Crag Inspector, a poem that I have been exploring musically
for some time (e.g. in Inflorescence (2011) for saxophone and piano, and Almost...(2012)
for saxophone octet).

Fragments of the poem are inscribed in the score at the beginning of each new scene:
By candlelight I sing/to be a poet through the night (D clarinet), I should have been sea (bass
clarinet), Clear, long seal song (B flat clarinet), The fog horn is the great god of the seals
(contrabass clarinet), A bird named Gwennol calls/ and speaks to me in a language of loops
and shines (E flat clarinet), A seal has risen/ with a steady eye (B flat clarinet). Also
appearing from time to time is a rustic, rhythmic dance.

The music incorporates a wealth of unusual sounds: from the clarinet, throat growls,
enharmonic trills, squeaks and huffs; and the from the quartet, not only a range of
vocal shushes and clicks but also egg shakers, claves and Swannee whistles – so that
each player effectively has five instruments.

CD2:2-4. In For Elliott (1999) I wanted to explore different kinds of musical texture and
style, still very much seeking my own voice as a composer. The piece is dedicated to
my godson Elliott Wines who was just one year old when the piece was written. The
three movements move between darker and lighter moods, with the challenges facing
a child born into the last years of the twentieth century in my mind.

CD2:8. The title Sky-burial (2005) is taken from Kathleen Jamie’s extended narrative
poem tracking the journey and ceremony of a woman being carried through her dying
and her death. I discovered this text in 1999 and knew then that it would become a
major piece. I spent six years searching for the right musical environment for the text,
which needed to be evocative, strange, hallucinatory, deep, the meanings veiled and
elusive. The quartet’s music is the landscape through which the voice travels, starting
with a lush, complex river valley, moving up a long dry stone path leading out onto
open moorland where the final ritual takes place. The shifts in landscape are marked by
moments of quiet humming, sometimes from the quartet as well as the singer.



After moving through the first two musical landscapes, the journey through the text
pauses and the voice revisits lines that have already been sung. I am interested in the
way the eye moves around the poem whilst reading. Sometimes words, lines and
phrases are reread. Sometimes whole passages are reread. The line: king and queen
calling/ repulsed bound made me reread first the single words, then the line, the
stanza and then back to the opening section. At this point the music mirrors my eyes’
movements around the words. The text loops around, but is revisited in a new, more
transcendental, less feverish musical mood. The voice now sings the words to lyrical
lines based around open fifths, over a rich harmonic sequence tempered by an insistent
heartbeat figure in the strings.

The arrival onto the ‘high moor’ signals the beginning of the central climax where the
ceremonial ritual takes place: women in a ring, raise your arms, part the blue sky…. This is
followed by a more everyday description of the people making their way home,
centred around a child’s question: where do they go, the dead?

In the final section the voice returns to the same fragments of melody as at the
opening of the piece. The woman continues to observe her surroundings within the
landscape: midsummer on the high moor/…the wind unravels me/ winter birds will arrive. In
the final transcendental moments, the words are over. The music disappears, unfolding
into timeless rotations of tremolandi fifths, with the voice humming quietly to end.

© Liz Johnson 2016



Sky-burial

On the litter I tilt, sweat,
sail the day-blue
iris of sky; my eyes
flick open like a doll’s.
Friends, am I heavy? You bear me
under larches in their first green,
pink nipply flowers

droop, tease my lips.
Iris leaves rustle, babble of streams.
Your feet seek stones, slip
the water’s glassy sheen.
Level me, steady, your murmurs
could be turbanned merchants
in far-flung bazaars,
my arms lashed gently to my side.

Are we there? whispers a child, no,
the stone trail twists

I out-stare the blind sky,
twin hawks

spiral the stair of their airy tower,
king & queen calling
repulsed bound.

A heather plateau;
travelling winds bring home on their backs
scented oils,

rotting birds, bog-weeds.
Arenas of peat-lips
speak of forests, old wolves.
Dry lochans reveal

deer-spoor
Now friends, women in a ring,

raise your arms
part the blue sky
to a dark pupil, intelligent eye,

ice-black retina of stars

slip me in.

And if the child asks,
as you dust your hands,
turn down toward home in the green glen

where do they go, the dead?
Someone at last

may crack a small joke,

one say she feels watched;
one tug soft arching branches
over the burn.

You may answer him:
here, here,

here.

Midsummer on the high moor
my eyes flick open:

bouquets
of purple iris, midnight
cathedrals of sky.

The wind unravels me
winter birds will arrive.



Biographies

Liz Johnson began her career as a full-time class teacher in South London and in
Birmingham but after ten years decided to take a year of unpaid leave to study for her
MA in composition at Birmingham Conservatoire. She then completed her PhD in
Composition with Philip Cashian, who persuaded her not to return to the classroom
as she had originally planned. Johnson’s music received immediate attention and has
been performed all over the UK, and beyond, by eminent performers and ensembles.
These include the Brodsky Quartet, Roderick Williams, The Opera Group - Covent
Garden, Flotilla, the Goldberg Ensemble, Andrew West, Birmingham Contemporary
Music Group, Kyle Horch and Ex Cathedra.

Johnson’s chamber works have won a number of prizes and awards including the
Birmingham Chamber Music Society Composition Prize 2001 for Quartet No 1 Images
of Trees, the Almira Quartet Composition Prize for Quartet No 2 For Elliott and the
International Alliance of Women Musicians’ Search for New Music 2016 Gideon Prize
for Quartet No. 4 Sky-burial. Larger-scale works have also received critical acclaim: de
l’herbe qui s’éveille (2001) for string orchestra having ‘a refreshing quality, evocative in
subtle tonal and textural colours’ (Independent); ‘sometimes naturalistic, sometimes
ethereal, the delicacy both dark and subtly disturbing’ (Birmingham Post); ‘an essay in
string sonoristics… a beautifully crafted miniature.’ (Guardian).

Moon Incantations, composed for Bournville Young Singers as part of the Adopt-a-
Composer scheme, was finalist in the British Composer Awards. Johnson’s newly
commissioned Requiem first performed in April 2017, Colwall’s Requiem for Aleppo,
involves a wide range of amateur singers and young performers alongside a
professional violist, taking inspiration both from the original Latin Requiem plainchant
and from solo instrumental music from the Syrian region. Johnson is about to embark
on a large-scale project with the choir Ex Cathedra, creating new music for period
instruments in the same combinations as used by J. S. Bach in his cantatas.



The Fitzwilliam Quartet is now one of the longest established string quartets in the
world: founded in 1968 by four Cambridge undergraduates, the quartet quickly
achieved international recognition as a result of its members’ personal friendship with
Dmitri Shostakovich and their subsequent championing of his string quartets. He
entrusted them with the Western premières of the last three, and before long they
had become the first ever group to perform and record all fifteen. These discs, which
gained many international awards, secured for the quartet a world-wide concert
schedule and a long term contract with Decca – all of the recordings are newly
available on their London or Eloquence labels.

Since 2000 their recordings have been produced by either Linn Records or Divine Art,
the most recent being the Bruckner String Quintet/Quartet, and a jazz fusion
collaboration with German saxophonist/composer Uwe Steinmetz and former Turtle
Island Quartet violinist Mads Tolling. This complete edition of Liz Johnson’s quartets
follows the four quartets of eminent geologist John Ramsay and a compilation of
chamber works by the South African Michael Blake.

In 2017 a more long term ambition to record Beethoven quartets on gut strings –
following the success of previous recordings on historical instruments – will be set in
motion with a CD of Opp.74/95/135. Indeed, the Fitzwilliam remains one of the few
prominent quartets to play on older set-ups, whilst simultaneously adding over fifty
new works to the repertoire.

Having been Quartet-in-Residence at York for twelve years and at Warwick for three,
their university work continues at Fitzwilliam College Cambridge, at Bucknell
(Pennsylvania), and latterly at St Andrews – where they run an annual quartet course
(“Strings in Spring”), alongside their regular coaching weekend for Benslow Music in
Hertfordshire.

Heather Tuach was born in Newfoundland, Canada and joined the Fitzwilliam String
Quartet in 2008. Between these two events, she studied cello at Memorial University
of Newfoundland, McGill University in Montreal, the International Menuhin Music
Academy in Switzerland and Stony Brook University, New York, where she completed



a Doctorate of Music in 2009. Heather performed extensively with the Fitzwilliam
String Quartet and made several acclaimed recordings, most notably Bruckner: String
Quintet and Quartet (Linn Records 2015). She plays in other chamber music groups
including a duo with pianist Patil Harboyan, with whom she released Music from
Armenia for Cello and Piano (Divine Art Records, 2014). Patil and Heather gave a
number of performances in Canada and the USA, culminating in a recital at Carnegie
Hall, New York in 2015. Back in her hometown of Corner Brook, Newfoundland,
Heather runs the Wintertide Music Festival, a week-long chamber music event that
takes place in January. Heather’s cello was made by Yorkshire luthier Roger Hansell.

Loré Lixenberg was born in the UK. Her career began with Théatre de Complicité,
working with Simon McBurney on ‘Out of a House Walked a Man’ for the National
Theatre. Her work spans from performing on concert platforms and opera scenes to
new installations and vocals performances with experimental visual and sound artists
(Stelarc, Bruce Mclean, David Toop).

She has worked with and performed the works of composers such as Georges
Aperghis, Bent Sørensen, Helmut Oehring, Mark-Anthony Turnage, György Ligeti,
Karlheinz Stockhausen, Beat Furrer, Harrison Birtwistle, Peter Maxwell-Davies, Earle
Brown, Luc Ferrari and Gerald Barry in contemporary music festivals worldwide. She
premiered ‘Aatie’ by Frederic Acquaviva at La Fenice in Venice where she was in
residency to prepare her own post-shamanic work ‘Bird’ using hyper-extensions of the
voice.

She collaborates regularly with New Music Projects Wien and regularly performs with
the award winning avant-garde performance group ‘Apartment House’. In 2004 she
performed John Cage ‘Aria’ to critical acclaim for the London Symphony Orchestra
Cage Festival. Lixenberg will be touring Europe with a programme devoted to the link
of avant-garde movements and music in the XXth century: ‘Manifesto’ and will be
directing ‘Infinito Nero‘ by Sciarrino for SCENATET.

She published her first artist book ‘Memory Maps’ and her first monographic CD ‘The
afternoon of a phone’ (£@B), continuing her project with ‘Kafka Fragments‘ with



violinist Aisha Orezbayeva. She recently performed her own compositions ‘The End Of
Civilisation As We Know It’ and ‘Bird’ at Ikon Gallery, ‘Adipose‘ at Spitalfields Festival,
London, and is working on her new project ‘Insect’. Her edition of PANIC
ROOM/THE SINGTERVIEWS comes out at the end of 2016 and she continues with
her live pieces: PANIC ROOM/THE SINGTERVIEWS, and her real time experimental
cafe opera 'Pret à Chanter'. She also performs songs with texts by Brecht and Brecht’s
contemporaries and also new commissions that she will perform in Berlin and Vienna
2017/18.

Ronald Woodley enjoys a wide-ranging career in musicology and performance, as
both clarinettist and chamber pianist, and has been Professor of Music at Birmingham
Conservatoire since 2004. Previously he held academic positions at the RNCM in
Manchester, as well as the Universities of Lancaster, Newcastle, Liverpool, and Christ
Church, Oxford. As clarinettist he has commissioned or been the dedicatee of a
number of new works, including a series of bass clarinet duos in the 1990s, performed
in partnership with Roger Heaton. His recording of York Bowen’s Phantasy-Quintet
for bass clarinet and strings, and Josef Holbrooke’s Ballade for bass clarinet and piano,
with the Primrose Piano Quartet, was released on the Meridian label in 2016. Ron’s
academic research has focused on late medieval music theory, and on performance
studies, including work on Ravel, Prokofiev, Steve Reich, and pianists in the circles of
Brahms and Clara Schumann, especially Ilona Eibenschütz.

Andrew Hallifax is an independent recording-engineer and producer. Specialising in
acoustic music recording, his projects extend beyond classical music to encompass jazz
and so-called world musics. He has recorded manifold musicians from Vladimir
Ashkenazy to Aziza Mustafa Zadeh, Nils Petter Molvaer to Hilary Hahn and has
collaborated with other prominent contemporary composers including Jennifer
Higdon, Robin Holloway, Oliver Knussen, Colin Mathews, Anthony Payne and Mark-
Anthony Turnage.

In addition to his recording activities Andrew teaches a module at the University of
Örebro, Sweden and is a consultant in the restoration of early Argentinian tango
recordings.
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Recording dates and venues:
CD2 track 8: St. Martins Church, East Woodhay, 3-5 November 2014
CD1 tracks 2, 5-7, 9, 10, CD2 track 7: St. Martins Church, East Woodhay, 20-22 May 2015
CD1 tracks 1, 12, CD2 tracks 2-4: St. Martins Church, East Woodhay, 12-14 October 2015
CD1 tracks 4, 8, 11, CD2 tracks 5, 6: Henry Wood Hall, London, 8 May 2016
CD1 track 3, CD2 track 1: St. Martins Church, East Woodhay, 6-8 July 2016
Engineer/producer: Andrew Hallifax
Booklet and packaging design: Stephen Sutton
Cover image: ‘In pursuit of happiness’ and page 10 image ‘Sky-burial’
by Dora Williams http://dora-williams-b8xd.squarespace.com
Images on ‘poem-text’ pages 12-21 by John Barrett; Sky-burial image, pages 22-23, by Dora Williams
Images on page 6 by Ben Hartley, reproduced with the permission of Bernard Samuels
Sky-burial by Kathleen Jamie, from Mr & Ms Scotland are Dead: Poems 1980-1994 (Bloodaxe books, 2002 – reproduced by kind
permission of Bloodaxe Books on behalf of the author. www.bloodaxebooks.com
Jo Shapcott Settings: all texts © Jo Shapcott, reproduced bycourtesy of Faber and Faber Ltd.
Sleep Close by Gabriela Mistral (translation by Dora M. Pettinela) © Penguin Books
All texts and images are copyright and used with permission: all rights reserved
Music: all tracks Copyright Control
℗ 2017 Liz Johnson © 2017 Divine Art Ltd (Diversions LLC in USA/Canada)

The producers are grateful for the generous support of:



also by The Fitzwilliam String Quartet from Divine Art group labels

John Ramsay: String Quartets 1-4

Métier MSV 28528

“A notable contribution to the British quartet repertoire… well worth
getting to know. All I can do is to recommend these discs very strongly.
The performances seem excellent as is the recording quality, and the
booklet notes are splendid.”  – Musical Opinion

Uwe Steinmetz: Absolutely!

Divine Art DDA 25112
with Uwe Steimetz (saxophone); Mats Tolling (violin)

“Superb playing .. this is an incredible success, combining jazz and
classical ... all brilliantly played... terrific jazz improvisations over the
Purcellian sounds of the Fitzwilliam Quartet. Superb string playing and
inventive sax...with both blending wonderfully.” – The Classical Reviewer

Franz Josef Haydn: Three String Quartets
Hob.III:6, 70 & 82
“Composées par Mr. Hayden”

Diversions DDV 24151

"An imaginative programme which places an early work alongside two
mature masterpieces. The spontaneity of Haydn's musical invention is
particularly well served by the energetic playing of the Fitzwilliam
Quartet. – BBC Music Magazine



Over 450 titles, with full track details, reviews, artist profiles and audio samples, can be browsed on
our website. All our recordings are available at any good record store or direct from our secure

online shopping site.

Diversions LLC (Divine Art USA)
email: sales@divineartrecords.com

Divine Art Ltd. (UK)
email: uksales@divineartrecords.com

www.divineartrecords.com

Printed catalogue sent on request
Also available in digital download through iTunes, Amazon,

and many other platforms

follow us on facebook, youtube and soundcloud

WARNING: Copyright subsists in all recordings issued under this label. Any unauthorised broadcasting, public performance, copying or re-recording thereof in any
manner whatsoever will constitute an infringement of such copyright. In the United Kingdom, licences for the use of recordings for public performance may be
obtained from Phonographic Performance Ltd, 1, Upper James Street, London W1R 3HG.




